Distinct Causal Influences of Parietal Versus Frontal Areas on Human Visual Cortex: Evidence from Concurrent TMS–fMRI

It has often been proposed that regions of the human parietal and/or frontal lobe may modulate activity in visual cortex, for example, during selective attention or saccade preparation. However, direct evidence for such causal claims is largely missing in human studies, and it remains unclear to what degree the putative roles of parietal and frontal regions in modulating visual cortex may differ. Here we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) concurrently, to show that stimulating right human intraparietal sulcus (IPS, at a site previously implicated in attention) elicits a pattern of activity changes in visual cortex that strongly depends on current visual context. Increased intensity of IPS TMS affected the blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) signal in V5/MT+ only when moving stimuli were present to drive this visual region, whereas TMS-elicited BOLD signal changes were observed in areas V1–V4 only during the absence of visual input. These influences of IPS TMS upon remote visual cortex differed significantly from corresponding effects of frontal (eye field) TMS, in terms of how they related to current visual input and their spatial topography for retinotopic areas V1–V4. Our results show directly that parietal and frontal regions can indeed have distinct patterns of causal influence upon functional activity in human visual cortex.
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Introduction

Activity in visual cortex can be modulated by top–down factors. For instance, human neuroimaging studies have shown that the blood oxygenation level–dependent (BOLD) signal in visual cortex can change even in the absence of any visual stimulus. This can arise when the retinotopically corresponding part of visual space is covertly attended (Kastner et al. 1999; Hopfinger et al. 2000; Ress et al. 2000; Ruff et al. 2006), or during eye movements even in darkness (Paus et al. 1995; Sylvester et al. 2005). It is generally thought that such activity modulations in visual areas may reflect “top–down” influences from a frontoparietal network involved in selective attention and eye movement control (Desimone and Duncan 1995; Duncan et al. 1997; Kastner and Ungerleider 2000; Miller 2000; Driver and Frackowiak 2001; Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Serences and Yantis 2006). More anatomically specific suggestions have argued in particular (Kastner and Ungerleider 2000; Tehovnik et al. 2000; Moore and Armstrong 2003; Macaluso and Driver 2005) for top-down influences from the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and/or from the frontal eye fields (FEFs). In apparent general accord with such proposals, many neuroimaging studies have found that such areas in frontal and parietal cortices often show activity increases in situations where visual activity is modulated in a top–down manner (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Silver et al. 2005; Hagler and Sereno 2006; Schluppeck et al. 2006). However, such findings typically fall short of demonstrating a truly causal influence from frontal or parietal cortex upon visual cortex due to the noninterventional nature of typical neuroimaging studies.

One intervention increasingly used in human studies involves noninvasive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Several purely behavioral TMS studies have now shown that TMS to frontal or parietal areas can affect some types of visual judgments (Pourotis et al. 2001; Grosbras and Paus 2002; Muggleton et al. 2003, 2006; O'Shea et al. 2004; Chambers and Mattingley 2005; Koch et al. 2005; Silvanto et al. 2006; Ellison et al. 2007). Such effects might in principle reflect remote influences upon activity in retinotopic visual cortex, but this has rarely been directly tested hitherto. However, in a recent study (Ruff et al. 2006), we applied TMS to human FEF during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning (see also Paus et al. 1997; Taylor et al. 2007). As described in more detail below, we found that FEF TMS could modulate BOLD signal in retinotopic visual areas V1–V4 systematically (for potentially related microstimulation work in nonhuman primates, see also Moore and Armstrong 2003; Armstrong et al. 2006; and for discussion, see Kayser and Logothetis 2006). It remains unclear whether parietal TMS might exert similar or qualitatively different influences upon human visual cortex. Assessing this with concurrent TMS–fMRI may provide a new approach to determining whether specific parietal and frontal regions can make distinct contributions to top–down modulation of visual cortex.

Accordingly, we used concurrent TMS–fMRI in the present study to examine any activity modulations in visual cortex elicited by stimulation of human IPS. We used an analogous method to that employed in our recent study of FEF TMS during fMRI (Ruff et al. 2006). Comparing the outcomes of the present with the previous experiment should reveal whether frontal and parietal TMS can have distinct (or common) effects on activity in visual cortex—any differences would imply some regional specificity in the causal influences observed. In analogy to the FEF, the region in the anterior IPS we targeted with TMS here has already been potentially implicated in covert spatial attention and eye movements via activation in fMRI studies (e.g., Corbetta et al. 1998; Petit and Haxby 1999; Connolly et al. 2000, 2002; Perry and Zeki 2000; Gagnon et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2004; Curtis et al. 2004; Koyama and others 2004; Grosbras et al. 2005). The new question here was whether stimulating the IPS with TMS would lead to a similar outcome as FEF TMS, or to qualitative differences, in terms of any induced changes in activity within remote visual cortex. There are emerging
proposals that frontal versus parietal regions might fulfill somewhat different, but potentially complementary, functions in the control of visual attention (e.g., Kastner et al. 1999; Culham et al. 2001; Shulman et al. 2003; Wardak et al. 2006; Buschman and Miller 2007), eye movements (e.g., Connolly et al. 2002), or working memory (e.g., Postle 2005; Curtiss 2006). For instance, it has recently been argued that frontal areas (in particular, FEF and lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC)) may be more involved in top-down or endogenous aspects of visual attention, whereas parietal areas may be involved in more bottom-up or exogenous aspects (see Buschman and Miller 2007). Any differences we might find here between possible effects of IPS TMS upon activity in visual cortex, versus those of FEF TMS as we recently reported (Ruff et al. 2006), would extend such proposals by demonstrating directly that frontal and parietal cortices may exert qualitatively different influences on visual cortex.

The experimental procedure and participants for the present IPS TMS experiment were as for our prior TMS study of right FEF, to allow direct comparison. Inside a magnetic resonance (MR) scanner, we now applied TMS over the scalp site corresponding to right IPS (Fig. 1A) at 1 of 4 different intensities rather than merely to TMS presence versus absence. Note that although our approach is somewhat analogous to physiological studies in animals that intervene in a targeted region (e.g., via lesion, cooling, or chemical inactivation; see e.g., Fuster et al. 1985; Wardak et al. 2006), and then measure the physiological consequences for remote interconnected regions, TMS itself is likely to have a different mechanism of action than, say, local cooling. TMS of the type used here (see Materials and Methods) can be considered as a form of ”stimulation” of the targeted local neural populations, as when TMS to motor cortex induces a twitch (e.g., Di Lazzaro et al. 2004) or TMS to visual cortex induces an illusory flash or phosphene (e.g., Bestmann et al. 2007). Rather than using TMS to disrupt behavior, here our intention was to use TMS to stimulate IPS (or FEF) in order to characterize how this manipulation may causally influence BOLD signals in remote but interconnected structures of visual cortex, as measured with concurrent fMRI (for related uses of TMS in combinations with other neuroimaging methods, see also Paus et al. 1997; Massimini et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2007). For this reason, participants were asked simply to fixate centrally, as confirmed by online eye tracking throughout scanning, with no other task. This ensured that any physiological influences of parietal TMS upon functional activity in visual cortex could not be contaminated by any TMS-induced changes in behavior. As in our prior FEF study, we applied TMS (now to IPS) during 2 different visual contexts, in which we either presented a blank screen (see Fig. 1C) or bilateral moving and changing visual stimuli (see Fig. 1D) that should activate many visual regions. We could thereby assess whether any influences of IPS TMS upon visual cortex might depend on the current level of bottom–up activation via visual input. Our previous FEF-TMS study had found TMS influences that were unaffected by this visual manipulation. As shown below, the pattern we now found for IPS TMS was very different, with the critical effects upon BOLD activity in visual cortex depending strongly on the current visual context.

Materials and Methods

Participants

The same 4 male, right-handed participants (aged 26–35 years) took part in the present experiment as in our previous study (Ruff et al. 2006). All had good health, normal vision, and no history of neurological or psychiatric illness. Written informed consent was obtained in accord with local ethics.

TMS Stimulation Location

The scalp coordinates for placing the TMS probe over IPS (green dots in Fig. 1A) were determined with the BrainSight Frameless Stereotaxy system (Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada) using individual T1-weighted anatomical MR images of each participant. As for our previous FEF study, we chose here to apply TMS to the IPS in the right hemisphere, for 2 reasons. In humans, there may be some right predominance in networks for top–down modulation of visual processing (e.g., Driver and Mattingley 1998; Mesulam 1999; Karnath et al. 2002). More importantly, using right sites kept the TMS-stimulated hemisphere constant when comparing the new IPS-TMS data with the existing FEF-TMS data. We used a normalized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate (x; y; z = 36; –52; 48) in the anterior IPS as the TMS site based on the mean coordinates of published activation peaks in right IPS during covert shifts of attention or eye movement planning and execution (Corbetta

Figure 1. TMS sites and experimental protocol. Panel (A) shows the parietal (green dot, over IPS) and frontal (red dot, over FEF as in Ruff et al. 2006) TMS sites projected on images of the individual structural scans of our participants (S1 = subject 1, etc.). The corresponding scalp positions were determined in each individual with BrainSight Frameless Stereotaxy (see Materials and Methods). Panels (B) and (C) show a schematic time course of a single block of interleaved TMS-fMRI: (B) with visual stimuli on the screen during TMS or (C) without visual stimuli other than the constant central fixation point (illustrated here by successive blank gray screens). For each block, 3 TMS trains were delivered in the 570-ms gaps between the acquisition of subsequent image volumes at 1 of the 4 intensities used (see Materials and Methods). Seven rest scans were included between successive blocks. Visual stimuli (when present, as in the illustration panels for B) remained visible during all 3 TMS trains and during the acquisition of the 3 image volumes following the TMS trains.

Setup and Data Acquisition

This experiment used a comparable setup as for our previous FEF-TMS experiment (Ruff et al. 2006). T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired on a 3-T head scanner (Magnetom Allegra, Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany) using a 3-dimensional (3D) modified driven equilibrium fourier transform sequence with previously described parameters (1 mm3 isotropic resolution; Deichmann et al. 2004). The same scanner was used to acquire data for retinotopic mapping of visual areas (see below) employing a multislice gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (30 oblique axial slices, repetition time (TR) = 1950 ms, trapezoidally switched readout gradients, 64 × 64 matrix, in-plane resolution; 3 × 3 mm2, 2 mm slice thickness, 1 mm spatial gap between adjacent slices, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, 3551 Hz per pixel receiver bandwidth, and echo spacing 330 μs). Functional data for the experimental TMS sessions were acquired on a 1.5-T whole-body scanner (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Medical). We used the standard Siemens CP head coil for the saccade localizers, but a custom-built visual surface coil (Nova Medical Inc., Boston, MA) with maximum sensitivity over occipital cortices, extending into temporal cortex, for the TMS experiment. This occipital surface coil maximized power for early visual cortex and was thus ideal for testing our hypotheses that parietal TMS might influence visual cortex functionally. It was also the same MR surface coil as used in our prior FEF-TMS study and facilitated combination with concurrent TMS because it has remote electronics (see Ruff et al. 2006). The standard Siemens body coil was used for transmission. An identical multislice gradient-echo EPI sequence was used for all experimental data sets (27 oblique axial slices, 64 × 64 matrix, in-plane resolution: 3 × 3 mm2, 2.5 mm slice thickness, 1.25 mm spatial gap between adjacent slices, TR = 50 ms, 2298 Hz per pixel receiver bandwidth, and echo spacing 500 μs). The acquisition time per slice was 90 ms. For the TMS session, a 570-ms gap (see Fig. 1B,C) was included between the acquisitions of subsequent volumes (resulting in a TR of 3 s) to allow for enough time to apply TMS pulses within the scanner during this gap without corrupting image acquisition (see below). In addition, for the TMS sessions, 50% oversampling was implemented in the phase encoding direction, keeping the spatial resolution at 3 mm, but increasing the field of view in this direction. Thus, any residual Nyquist ghost in the direct vicinity of the TMS probe was shifted outside the brain image.

TMS was employed inside the MR scanner using a Magstim Super Rapid stimulator and a custom-built, figure-of-eight, magnetic resonance imaging–compatible nonferrous coil (53 mm inner diameter, 10 turns each winding, 20 μH inductance, and 5 kVA predicted maximal current at 100%; from the MAGSTIM Company, Dyfed, UK). The stimulator box was remotely controlled by a MATLAB script running on a standard PC, which was also used to deliver the visual stimuli (see below). The TMS coil was positioned over the scalp coordinate of the participant’s IPS site (see above and Fig. 1A) in a tangential orientation, with the initial flow of the induced current in anterior–posterior direction (biphasic pulses were applied). The coil was fixed with a nonferromagnetic custom holder, and the participant’s head was held in place by a standard vacuum-suction cushion (Siemens Medical). To eliminate interference of RF noise generated by the TMS device with image acquisition, the stimulator box was housed in an RF-shielded metal cabinet; moreover, the custom stimulator cable connecting the box to the TMS coil was channeled through a custom filter box (The MAGSTIM Company) and further ferrite sleeves (Wuerth Elektronik, Waldenburg, Germany). As an additional precaution, any slices (less than 1%) containing TMS-capacitor–induced artifacts were replaced by the mean of the spatially equivalent slices from the previous and the subsequent image volume (as also in Ruff et al. 2006). Artifacts were easily identified as changes of the slice signal by more than 3 standard deviations (of the mean slice difference in the time series) between 2 consecutive volumes.

In each TMS stimulation block, 3 equal-intensity trains of 5 TMS pulses (9 Hz, with intensity at 85%, 70%, 55%, or 40% of total output) were applied in the 570-ms temporal gap between acquisitions of 3 sub-

sequent image volumes, thus avoiding image artifacts due to TMS pulses. This TMS protocol did not induce any muscle twitches, as confirmed by piloting and by reports of our participants, and as expected given the distance of the stimulation site from motor cortex. In each run (606 volumes, 30 min 18 s), 48 TMS stimulation blocks were delivered, each interleaved with 7 image volumes without any stimulation, thus complying with published safety limits for repetitive TMS (Wassermann 1998). An equal number of stimulation blocks (6) were delivered at each of the 4 TMS intensity levels, crossed with presence or absence of peripheral visual stimulation. The run also contained 12 control blocks without any TMS, during which visual stimuli could be present or absent also.

The visual stimuli—when present—were randomly moving (whole pattern movement, maximum translation in both horizontal and vertical direction 0.3 degrees per 16 ms frame) patterns that spared the fovea and the vertical meridian and randomly changed their form and color every 500 ms (16 different combinations were possible). These stimuli were projected onto a screen (30 × 22 degrees visual angle, gray background, and 0.5 × 0.5 degree central fixation cross always present) mounted at the rear end of the bore, which participants viewed via a mirror system attached to the MR surface coil.

The order of conditions was randomly determined by the program used to deliver all experimental stimulation, which was implemented in the MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) stimulus presentation toolbox COGENT (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent). Eye position, pupil diameter, and any blinks were monitored at 60 Hz during scanning with an ASL 504 Remote Optics Eye Tracker (Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA) via the same mirror used for visual stimulus viewing. Raw eye position data were filtered for blinks (identified as continuous losses of pupil signal for more than 80 ms) and transformed to degree visual angle. Pupil diameter was also recorded by the eye tracker.

Image Processing and Analyses

Data from the IPS experiment underwent the same analyses as the FEF-TMS data in Ruff et al. (2006). All image preprocessing and general linear model (GLM) analysis steps were performed with SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm2). Functional images were reconstructed off-line, and the first 6 images of each run discarded to account for T1 equilibration effects. Images were realigned to the first of the series, corrected for movement-induced image distortions (Andersson et al. 2001), normalized to the MNI anatomical standard space, and spatially smoothed with a 3D 6-mm full width half maximum Gaussian kernel, in accord with the SPM approach (Frackowiak et al. 2003). All reported peak voxel coordinates correspond to the MNI space employed in SPM2.

For initial group stereotactic analyses, the voxelwise effects of experimental conditions were estimated by multiple regression of the voxel time series onto a composite model containing 10 covariates of interest per session (4 TMS stimulation intensities plus no TMS, each with and without visual stimulation). All conditions were modeled as continuous series of delta functions sustained over 3 image volumes (9 s) convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function employed in SPM2. In addition to the experimental conditions (effects of interest), the model also contained one regressor representing eye blinks (modeled as delta functions convolved with the canonical HRF) and another regressor for mean pupil diameter per scan, taking into account hemodynamic delay. The regression approach in SPM entails that any variance in brain activity that was shared by 2 regressors (e.g., correlated with both TMS intensity and pupil width) was not considered a unique effect of one regressor and thus could not be included in our fMRI results (Friston et al. 1995). A high-pass filter (1.28 s cutoff) and an AR(1) process accounted for low-frequency drifts and short-term temporal autocorrelation of scans, respectively (Friston et al. 2002). Linear compounds (contrasts) were used after model estimation to assess and compare regression parameters for the different conditions. Correlations of BOLD with TMS intensity were modeled as the corresponding weighted linear combination of the 4 covariates representing different TMS intensities (linear parametric modulation contrast in SPM2). Any effects of mere TMS presence on BOLD signal were estimated as the weighted contrast of trials with TMS present versus the trials with TMS absent. The statistical threshold for all analyses was set to
we compared the average of the 2 highest TMS intensities (85% and 70\%). Analogous to our previous study (Ruff et al. 2006), for the ROI analyses, per condition (SPM parameter estimates, scaled for each voxel as per-region by means of region-of-interest (ROI) analyses. Mean BOLD signals were equivalent, so this did not affect our results. The correlation of TMS effects upon representations of the central versus peripheral visual field—each area was divided into 4 different eccentricity “sectors.” For this procedure, the meeting point of the extended exterior borders of V4 and V3d in the foveal confluence was treated as origin for all visual areas and borders, and each area was divided into 4 sectors of equivalent length along its center–periphery axis (Schwartz et al. 2005). Each voxel within these boundaries was then assigned to one area and eccentricity sector. Note that different parts of the foveal confluence were thus assigned to different visual regions, but in all our experiments, the TMS-induced effects in these different central sectors were equivalent, so this did not affect our results. The correlation of BOLD signal with TMS intensity (quantified as T values in relation to voxelwise noise) was averaged across the voxels contained in each sector. This statistic-based approach ensured that comparison of TMS-induced effects in different eccentricity sectors, and across experiments, was not confounded by unspecified effects or noise. Moreover, our conservative strategy of averaging the TMS effects across all voxels in particular eccentricity sectors (rather than just picking the voxels displaying the maximum effects) allowed us to compare effects between regions and experiments in an unbiased manner.

Visual area V5/MT+ was determined for each participant by means of a separate 5-min fMRI session with alternating presentations of moving or static starfields, which spared the fovea by 2 degrees to each side. A voxelwise GLM (2 conditions) of the unsmoothed data was used to determine the cortical region maximally driven by the moving relative to the static starfield stimuli, in lateral occipital cortex corresponding to the putative anatomical location of V5/MT+ (see e.g., Watson et al. 1993; Rees et al. 2000). We assessed TMS intensity-dependent effects in this region by means of region-of-interest (ROI) analyses. Mean BOLD signals per condition (SPM parameter estimates, scaled for each voxel as percentage of the session mean) were extracted from spherical ROIs with 6 mm radius, centered at the individual peak from the motion localizer. Analogous to our previous study (Ruff et al. 2006), for the ROI analyses, we computed the average of the 2 highest TMS intensities (85% and 70% total output) versus the 2 lowest (55% and 40% total output) separately for trials with and without visual stimuli present on the screen.

Results

We used 2 complementary analysis approaches to the present IPS-TMS data, exactly as for the previous FEF-TMS data set (Ruff et al. 2006). Stereotactic group analyses of activity across the image volume (acquired by the visual surface coil centered over occipital cortex) identified any regions in normalized space that reliably displayed activity changes as a function of IPS-TMS intensity or of its mere presence. To further characterize the pattern of IPS-TMS effects on specific regions of visual cortex, we also used standard retinotopic mapping procedures in conjunction with cortical flattening for V1-V4, as well as a functional localizer for V5/MT+, in each individual participant (see above). Importantly, these analyses allowed us to directly compare any effects upon visual cortex elicited by stimulation of the IPS site with those we had previously obtained for FEF TMS, since we applied the same experimental protocol in the same participants, but now to a different cortical site.

Group Stereotactic Analyses

These analyses revealed occipital activity changes due to increased TMS intensity over IPS, which differed qualitatively from those we had previously observed for TMS over FEF. During IPS TMS here, we found 2 sets of regions that displayed significant interactions of TMS intensity with the presence/absence of visual stimuli on the screen (that is, regions where the impact of TMS depended on the current visual context). A region in the bilateral cuneus (encompassing the calcarine sulci, peak at x, y, z = -50, -66, -3 and x, y, z = -51, -56, 3) were in close agreement with the location of visual area V5/MT+ as reported in other studies (e.g., Watson et al. 1993; Rees et al. 2000).

In contrast, the occipital BOLD changes we observed (Ruff et al. 2006) during application of the comparable TMS protocol to FEF instead did not depend on visual context and were localized either more anteriorly in the cuneus or at the occipital poles. Moreover, no effect of FEF-TMS intensity had been found in or around V5/MT+ for the group analyses of the FEF-TMS data, unlike the effect found here during visual stimulation for IPS TMS. These qualitative differences between IPS- and FEF-TMS effects upon activity in visual cortex were confirmed and further specified in analyses of BOLD changes for individually mapped visual areas (V1–V4 and V5/MT+), as described below.

Analyses of Individually Mapped Visual Areas

The group analyses in stereotactic space above indicate that increased IPS-TMS intensity led to reduced BOLD signal bilaterally in lateral occipital cortex near putative V5/MT+, but only during visual stimulation. No such effects in that region were found during FEF TMS, and hence none were reported for V5/MT+ in Ruff et al. (2006). We formally confirmed this difference between the effects of the 2 TMS sites on V5/MT+ by ROI analyses of the mean BOLD signal extracted from V5/MT+ (see Fig. 3), as determined for each participant by the individual motion localizer (Materials and Methods). In accord with the normalized stereotactic group results, only the IPS-TMS effects in V5/MT+ depended on visual context (2 × 2
Figure 2. Group stereotactic analyses: effects of IPS-TMS intensity upon BOLD signal in occipital cortex depend on current visual context. The images in both panels show the SPM(7)s quantifying (A) positive correlations of BOLD with TMS intensity during the absence of visual stimuli (Vis−) or (B) negative correlations of BOLD with TMS intensity during the presence of visual stimuli (Vis+). The SPM(7)s are plotted as 2D projections onto a transparent schematic of the MNI template and as renderings onto a transverse slice of the mean structural scan. All thresholds are set to $T > 3$ and $P < 0.05$ (cluster level corrected for multiple comparisons across the image volume). The line plots displayed in each panel show the mean signal intensity during the different experimental conditions extracted from a spherical ROI (6 mm radius) centered in the peak voxel of the corresponding SPM(7). The data for each subject is shown in a different color, whereas the intersubject mean is shown in black. For ease of visualization (and for comparison with the same procedure in Ruff et al. 2008), the signal is plotted averaged across the 2 lowest versus the 2 highest TMS intensities. Panel (A) shows a region in the calcarine sulcus that displayed activity increases with greater intensity of TMS over IPS, but only during the absence of visual stimulation, not when visual stimuli were present (significant positive correlation of BOLD with TMS intensity during blank-screen trials only and significant interaction with absence/presence of visual stimuli). Note that the TMS effect is only apparent with a blank screen (asterisked leftmost pair of points in the corresponding plot). Panel (B) displays a bilateral region in occipitotemporal cortex, corresponding to V5/MT+, that showed negative correlations of BOLD signal with IPS-TMS intensity (i.e., reduced activity with higher intensity of TMS), but only when moving visual stimuli were concurrently presented (see asterisked rightmost pair of points in the plot). Note that applying the same TMS protocol over a different site (FEF) elicited occipital activity modulations that, by contrast, did not depend on visual context and had no effect on V5/MT+ (see main text and Figs 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Increased intensity of IPS TMS (but not FEF TMS) elicits BOLD decreases in V5/MT+ specifically during the presence of moving visual stimuli. The bar graphs show the mean BOLD signal intensity in V5/MT+ (determined for each subject with a motion localizer, see Materials and Methods) during (A) IPS TMS or (B) FEF TMS. The BOLD signal estimates were derived and plotted analogously to the estimates for Figure 2, but now extracted from individually localized V5/MT+ ROIs, and collapsed across hemispheres (because equivalent results were found for each). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean difference between high- and low-TMS intensity trials under one or the other condition of visual stimulation (i.e., for each pair of adjacent bars). Stars indicate $P < 0.05$ in paired t-tests (see main text for ANOVA results). The bar graphs show that (A) increasing the intensity of IPS TMS led to activity decreases in V5/MT+ only when the moving visual stimuli were present to activate this visual area, not in the absence of visual stimulation, whereas (B) no such effect was found for increased intensity of TMS over FEF.

ANOVA on IPS data from both hemispheres; significant interaction of TMS intensity and presence/absence of visual stimuli; $F_{1,28} = 6.16, P < 0.05$), whereas the effects of FEF TMS did not ($F_{1,28} = 2.24, \text{NS [not significant]}$). In direct planned comparison between TMS sites/experiments, the BOLD decrease elicited by increased intensity of IPS TMS, during the presence of visual stimuli, was significantly larger than during FEF TMS ($t = 1.99, P < 0.05$).

We also further characterized the BOLD signal changes elicited by IPS TMS in retinotopic visual areas V1–V4 and compared those with the effects of FEF TMS. Areas V1–V4 were defined by means of standard retinotopic mapping procedures in conjunction with cortical flattening (see Materials and Methods). No eccentricity sectors (Schwartz et al. 2005) were defined in each area corresponding to more central or more peripheral visual field representations (see also Ruff et al. 2006). Figure 4A shows the IPS-TMS intensity effects upon retinotopic visual areas as a function of visual stimulus presence/absence (top) and eccentricity sector (bottom). The IPS-TMS effects on individually mapped retinotopic visual areas were in good accord with the results of the initial group analyses in stereotactic space. Increased IPS-TMS intensity only elicited clear activity increases in retinotopic visual areas during the absence of visual input (Fig. 4A, top graph; compare dark bars with light). In contrast, effects of FEF TMS upon these same individually mapped regions did not differ as a function of current visual input (Fig. 4B, top graph; note no reliable differences between dark and light bars; data from Ruff et al. 2006, but presented here in more detail).

As a second major difference between the impacts of IPS TMS versus FEF TMS on visual cortex, the effects observed for the 2 TMS sites also differed in their spatial topography across retinotopic visual areas. Activity increases elicited by IPS TMS, during the absence of visual stimuli only, were similarly present across all the different eccentricity sectors within V1–V4 (Fig. 4A, bottom graph). In contrast, increased intensity of FEF TMS had opposite effects on the sectors representing the central visual field (eliciting a BOLD decrease there) versus the peripheral visual field (where a BOLD increase was observed...
This contrasts with the IPS TMS effects that did not vary reliably with eccentricity sector. Comparisons of the top plots in both panels illustrate that only the effects of IPS TMS depended on visual context (i.e., were significantly stronger in the presence rather than absence of visual stimuli). Pairwise comparisons confirmed this; see Fig. 4A, bottom graph; data from Ruff et al. 2006, but presented here in more detail).

Statistical analyses formally confirmed these 2 qualitative differences between the effects of the 2 TMS sites. Pooling across areas V1–V4, only the IPS-TMS effects depended on visual context, in a similar manner for all eccentricity sectors: A 2 (TMS site) × 2 (visual context) × 4 (eccentricity sector) ANOVA on the TMS effect revealed a significant interaction of TMS site (i.e., FEF or IPS experiment) with presence/absence of visual stimuli ($F_{1,21} = 8.98, P < 0.05$). Pairwise comparisons confirmed for all early visual areas that IPS TMS elicited activity increases that were significantly stronger during the absence than presence of visual stimuli (see Fig. 4A, top graph); this effect was most marked in visual areas V1 and V2. In contrast, the effects of FEF stimulation did not depend on visual context, in any retinotopic visual area (Fig. 4B, top graph). The 2 × 2 × 4 ANOVA also confirmed that FEF versus IPS TMS differentially affected central versus peripheral sectors of the visual field in retinotopic visual cortex (interaction of TMS site and eccentricity sector, $F_{1,21} = 6.47, P < 0.05$). In direct planned comparisons, the BOLD increases observed with increased IPS-TMS intensity during the absence of visual stimuli were comparable for peripheral and central sectors (Fig. 4A, bottom graph). FEF stimulation, in contrast, induced significant BOLD decreases in the central sector but increases in the more peripheral sectors (Fig. 4B, bottom graph). Significant pairwise comparisons (or NS contrasts, NS) are all marked in Figure 4.

**Control for and Analysis of Nonspecific TMS Effects**

The effects on BOLD activity in visual regions found here during IPS TMS were specifically related to the intensity of TMS rather than to its mere presence. Moreover, they were clearly distinct from the effects we had observed in the FEF-TMS experiment using the same protocol - the effects depended on visual context only for IPS TMS while differentiating the central and peripheral visual field only for FEF TMS. This intensity dependence and site specificity make it highly unlikely that any nonspecific effects of TMS administration per se explain these results, but we were nevertheless careful to analyze our data for such possible nonspecific influences of TMS (see also Ruff et al. 2006).

We assessed and directly compared the data from both experiments for any effects of the mere presence or absence of TMS (as opposed to effects of TMS intensity). This revealed activations in bilateral regions in auditory cortex that were similarly found for TMS to either site (see Fig. 5), presumably arising due to the “click” sound associated with TMS presence versus absence. This effect could be detected with our occipital MR surface coil, as that extended over temporal cortex and thereby auditory cortex also. Note that visual regions, unlike auditory cortex, were specifically affected by the intensity of
TMS rather than by its mere presence, thus showing a very different pattern to auditory cortex in both experiments.

Online eye tracking throughout scanning (see Materials and Methods) provided detailed measurements of eye position, blinks, and pupil diameter, and these factors had also been included in our multiple regression procedure as nuisance variables to partial out their effects (see Materials and Methods). Similar to what we had observed for FEF TMS (see Ruff et al. 2006), mean horizontal and vertical eye position, and their variability, did not differ between trials with strong, weak, or no IPS TMS (see Fig. 6; 3-way ANOVAs, all $F_{2,237} < 2.53$, all $P > 0.05$), confirming that the TMS protocol employed here did not induce eye movements. Moreover, trials with strong, weak, or no IPS TMS also did not differ with respect to mean pupil diameter (3-way ANOVA, $F_{2,237} = 1.38$, $P = 0.25$) and blinks occurred equally often during the 3 different trial types (chi-square test, $\chi^2 = 1.74$, $P = 0.84$).

**Discussion**

We applied TMS over human parietal cortex (right IPS) during fMRI with an occipital surface coil to characterize how stimulating the IPS can causally influence remote but interconnected structures in visual cortex. This revealed that parietal TMS could produce reliable and distinctive effects upon BOLD signals in remote human visual cortex, including area V5/MT+ and retinotopic visual areas V1-V4. These effects differed qualitatively and statistically from those found for a frontal TMS site over right FEF (cf., Ruff et al. 2006). The present results provide a clear “proof-of-principle” that circuits involving parietal regions such as the IPS are capable of causally modulating activity in early human visual cortex, in a manner that is qualitatively different to frontal (FEF) influences induced by comparable TMS stimulation there instead.

The clear differences between the effects of the 2 stimulation sites, discussed in further detail below, rule out any account of our results in terms of general, nonspecific effects potentially associated with TMS application, such as the characteristic “click” sound. This sound did have effects in the 2 experiments, but affected auditory rather than visual cortex in an equivalent fashion for the 2 TMS sites, as a function of mere TMS presence rather than intensity. By contrast, the TMS effects upon visual cortex depended specifically upon TMS intensity rather than mere presence and differed strikingly for the IPS- versus FEF-TMS site in terms of spatial topography and dependence on visual context. Note that these qualitative differences between the effects found for the 2 stimulation sites cannot plausibly be accounted for by potential intrinsic differences associated with TMS application over frontal versus parietal cortex (such as different skull thickness over these regions, see e.g., Stokes et al. 2005). Any such general factors could not trivially explain, for instance, why only IPS-TMS (but not FEF-TMS) effects depended on current visual input or why there were differences in the eccentricity sectors affected in retinotopic visual cortex.

Frontal and parietal brain areas are often jointly activated in the human brain, for example, during covert spatial attention (Kastner and Ungerleider 2000; Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Macaluso and Driver 2005) and eye movements (Grosbras et al. 2005; Sylvester et al. 2005), leading to questions about whether different components within this “frontoparietal control network” might subserve different functions. The present results provide rather direct, causal evidence that human IPS and FEF can have clearly distinct influences on activity in retinotopic visual cortex. Specifically, the effects of IPS stimulation strongly

---

**Figure 5.** Activity increases in auditory cortex due to TMS presence versus absence are comparable for IPS and FEF TMS. This figure shows regions that were more active during trials with TMS present than absent, for both IPS and FEF TMS. The central images show the SPM(7) of the conjunction contrast (inclusive masking) of TMS present (all intensities pooled) minus TMS absent, for both IPS and FEF TMS, rendered onto a 3D version of the normalized template brain employed in SPM2. The same statistical threshold as in Figure 2 was used, with different shades of red indicating different distances from the cortical surface. Note that TMS to either region elicited similar activation in auditory cortex due to the presence of the sound associated with TMS application. The side panels show the mean signal extracted from the peak voxel in the respective hemisphere (as indicated by the arrows) plotted separately for (A) IPS and (B) FEF TMS. Direct statistical comparisons (paired t-tests) revealed that the effects of mere TMS presence on auditory cortex (TMS present minus absent) were equivalent for both stimulation sites and did not show lateralization (consistent with the click sound reaching both ears).
Figure 6. IPS-TMS effects upon functional activity in visual cortex cannot be explained by changes in eye position. Histograms of (A) horizontal and (B) vertical eye position during trials with weak TMS (lowest 2 TMS intensities pooled, medium gray), strong TMS (highest 2 intensities, dark gray), and no TMS (light gray) to IPS. The histograms plot for each condition the eye position as percent time at different degrees of visual angle of deviation from fixation. No statistical differences were found in the mean or variance of these eye position distributions across the displayed conditions (see main text), confirming that differential eye movements cannot account for the observed TMS effects. Ruff et al. (2006) had likewise observed that FEF-TMS did not affect eye position.

depended on the current visual context: TMS over right IPS led to increased activity in retinotopic visual areas (V1–V4) only in the absence of changing retinal input to these visual regions while affecting V5/MT+ only in the presence of moving visual stimuli. By contrast, TMS over right FEF led to changes in activity in early visual cortex that applied in a strictly top–down manner, irrespective of current bottom–up visual input and thus regardless of the overall level of activity in visual cortex.

This difference in outcome for IPS- versus FEF-TMS effects upon V1–V4 may indicate that the presence of strong visual inputs can dominate functional connections between early visual cortex and IPS in a “bottom–up” manner, rendering those neural pathways less responsive to any “feedback” influences from IPS (such as those induced by TMS here) when visual inputs drive the system. From a functional perspective, this may fit the emerging view that neural signals in parietal regions, and their feedback influences upon visual cortex, relate to online coding and integration of sensory information about the current environment, as often assumed in the literature on attention (e.g., Kastner et al. 1999; Miller 2000; Culham et al. 2001; Shulman et al. 2003; Wardak et al. 2006), eye movement control (e.g., Connolly et al. 2002), and working memory (e.g., Postle 2005; Curtis 2006). It has even been proposed that some signals in human IPS might represent an intermediate stage of visual processing, more similar to extrastriate visual areas than to frontal areas such as the FEF (Kastner et al. 1999). Moreover, a recent extensive study using invasive recording in macaque parietal cortex (lateral intraparietal area [LIP]) and frontal (FEF and lateral prefrontal) cortex concurrently, during a visual attention task, argued that frontal contributions to the task might be more concerned with top–down, endogenous aspects, whereas parietal contributions might reflect bottom–up, exogenous aspects of attentional control (Buschman and Miller 2007). Our present results clearly indicate that frontal (FEF) and parietal (IPS) regions can have distinct functional signatures in the human brain, in terms of how TMS stimulation there may modulate functional activity in visual cortex, and how these remote influences may depend on (for IPS) or be independent of (for FEF) current task-irrelevant visual input.

A further difference between the fMRI effects of IPS and FEF TMS found here concerned functional activity in V5/MT+. This was unaffected by FEF TMS. By contrast, effects of IPS TMS were found in V5/MT+ but now only in the presence of moving visual stimuli. This dependence of the IPS-TMS effect upon current visual input provides a particularly clear example of context-dependent changes in interplay between brain areas, or “effective connectivity,” as previously proposed in some theoretical works (see e.g., McIntosh 2000; Friston 2002). Note that the concurrent use of TMS and fMRI here allowed us to test for such context-dependent influences of a particular brain region upon others (e.g., IPS on V5/MT+) with conventional fMRI analyses that do not have to rely on more complex mathematical approaches to the effective-connectivity issue. Our finding that the influence of IPS upon visual cortex can vary with contextual state—here as a function of current visual input—generally implies that such remote TMS effects can reflect functional coupling between areas rather than just fixed anatomical connections, as the functional role of connections may change with state (Friston 2002; Massimini et al. 2005).

This functional-coupling aspect may explain why IPS TMS affected V5/MT+ activity here, whereas FEF TMS did not, even though both FEF and IPS have some anatomical connections with V5/MT+ in the macaque brain (e.g., Blatt et al. 1990; Schall et al. 1995; Stanton et al. 1995). Presumably, IPS and interconnec- ted V5/MT+ may show the strongest functional interactions when processing moving stimuli in particular (see also Friston and Buchel 2000; Huk and Shadlen 2005), perhaps related to the constant updating of spatial representations in a dynamic visual environment (e.g., Colby and Goldberg 1999). This would be consistent with the presumed role for parietal cortex as well as V5/MT+ in aspects of motion processing (Battelli et al. 2001; Bremmer et al. 2001; Claeyss et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2003; Orban et al. 2006). Such a putative involvement of IPS-V5/MT+ circuits in motion processing may also fit the finding here that IPS-TMS influences on V5/MT+ took the form of activity decreases, which might indicate a disrupting TMS effect on neural activity elicited by the moving visual stimuli. It might be interesting for future studies to test with psychophysics...
whether right-IPS TMS can result in any changes in motion perception (for related suggestions, see also e.g., Cowey et al. 2006; Ellison et al. 2007). Moreover, future studies might also test with extensions of the current TMS-fMRI paradigm whether FEF stimulation might have more influence on activity in V5/MT+ if the motion of the visual display becomes task relevant for current judgements rather than just being passively watched as here. In the context of such passive viewing, only parietal regions thought to relate to bottom-up processing of visual input may functionally interact with V5/MT+. By contrast, frontal regions thought to be involved in more top-down, endogenous aspects of attentional control (see Buschman and Miller 2007) might become functionally coupled with V5/MT+ only when motion becomes task-relevant for judgements in a demanding attentional task.

The present parietal TMS results also differed from the frontal TMS findings in the retinotopic pattern of TMS influences upon early visual cortex. Effects of IPS TMS on visual areas V1–V4, found only during the absence of visual input, did not differentiate the central and peripheral visual field. By contrast, increased TMS intensity to FEF led to increased activity for peripheral visual field representations in early visual cortex but to activity decreases instead for central visual field representations. This dissociation might relate to distinct neural circuitry for more peripheral versus more central locations in FEF and its connections with visual cortex, as suggested by some tracing studies in nonhuman primates (e.g., Schall et al. 1995; Stanton et al. 1995). In contrast, no distinction of central and peripheral visual field representations was found here for the effects of TMS over IPS, which may not emphasize the peripheral field as much as FEF does. Whereas some recent fMRI studies in humans show some retinotopic (polar angle) representations within both FEF (Hagler and Sereno 2006) and IPS (Sereno et al. 2001; Silver et al. 2005; Schluppeck et al. 2006), it is not yet fully known to what degree these representations might differentiate the central and the peripheral visual fields (Orban et al. 2006). The distinct spatial topography of the activity modulations in retinotopic visual areas, found here during TMS over IPS versus FEF, suggests potential differences in anatomical layout and functional connectivity of these regions with respect to central and peripheral visual field representations.

Pioneering invasive work (Moore and Armstrong 2003; Armstrong et al. 2006; Armstrong and Moore 2007) has shown using microstimulation, rather than TMS as here, that induced FEF activity can modulate responses of individual occipital visual neurons (e.g., in area V4) in awake nonhuman primates. It may be interesting to extend that work in future to compare frontal with parietal sites, as done here for combined TMS-fMRI in humans. Although invasive microstimulation can be applied with much higher spatial resolution than the present TMS method, it may never be applicable to healthy humans. Hence the concurrent TMS-fMRI methods used here may become of particular utility for studying causal interplay between different regions of the human brain at a systems level, and could in principle be applied to many different cortical areas and various cognitive domains (see e.g., Miller and D’Esposito 2005; Sack et al. 2007). For instance, it might be interesting in future work to use concurrent TMS-fMRI to directly compare modulatory effects of frontal or parietal TMS over the right versus left hemisphere, as the 2 hemispheres are often assumed to contribute differently to top-down modulation of visual processing (e.g., Driver and Mattingley 1998; Mesulam 1999; Hilgetag et al. 2001; Karnath et al. 2002). Here we had kept the stimulated hemisphere constant to allow a direct comparison of the IPS and FEF stimulation effects.

In light of the many striking differences between the effects of FEF versus IPS TMS upon BOLD signals that we found in remote visual cortex, one noteworthy common aspect was that all effects observed in both experiments arose bilaterally in visual cortex. This may presumably reflect interhemispheric callosal or subcortical influences, underlining that the effects of both IPS and FEF TMS upon visual cortex may be polysynaptic and involve intervening brain regions (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989; Blatt et al. 1990; Schall et al. 1995; Stanton et al. 1995). Here we had deliberately used an occipital surface MR coil to maximize our sensitivity for retinotopic visual cortex. This inevitably meant less sensitivity for more anterior structures (e.g., in parietal and frontal cortex). Future experiments using the new concurrent TMS-fMRI methodology with whole-brain imaging may shed further light on the full anatomical networks subserving interactions between FEF, IPS, and visual cortex in the human brain. However, it was the specific focus on occipital cortex here that enabled us to characterize and compare the distinct patterns of effects of IPS and FEF TMS upon retinotopic visual areas.

Conclusions

Using concurrent TMS-fMRI, we show directly that neural circuits involving the IPS can modulate functional activity in human retinotopic visual cortex in a qualitatively distinct fashion from circuits involving the FEF. Our data therefore provide a clear proof-of-principle that human parietal and frontal regions can exert distinct influences on activity in early visual cortex, including area V1. Only the effects of IPS TMS depended on current visual context, whereas only the effects of FEF TMS significantly differentiated the peripheral versus central visual field. These qualitative distinctions in the effects of IPS versus FEF stimulation accord with nascent proposals about distinct functional contributions from parietal versus frontal sites to cognitive function and, in particular, to modulation of visual cortex. Finally, our study illustrates that concurrent TMS-fMRI can now be used to directly compare remote causal influences from different human brain areas.
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